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Motivation

I Literature on ‘distress puzzle’ inconclusive:
I A trading strategy short stocks with high PD – long stocks with low PD seems to

outperform standard (i.e., FF) risk-models (Campbell et al. (2008))
I But a trading strategy short high Credit spread – long low Credit spreads does not

(Anginer and Yildizhan (2010)).

⇒ Anomaly?

I What should one expect (when ranking on PD)?
I Consider bond, which either pays 1 with prob (1− λP) or 0 (default) with prob λP .
I Its price is risk-neutral expected payoff (assuming zero risk-free rate): 1− λQ
I Thus the expected risk-premium is simply λQ − λP .

⇒ One should rank on difference between risk-neutral and physical PD to estimate credit
risk-premium and NOT on either physical or risk-neutral PD.

I In a standard structural model (Merton (1974)), the instantaneous sharpe ratio on
the stock is identical to that on the bond (indeed, on any security issued by the same
firm since it is a one-factor no-arbitrage model).

I This paper proposes a methodology to extract the risk-premium from CDS and then
tests whether high credit implied risk-premium stocks outperform low credit implied
risk-premium stocks?

I Answer: YES!
I Question: So there is no distress anomaly?
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Methodology and Results

I Use regression of average ( (1, 3, 5, 7)-year) CDS forward returns on all available CDS
forward rates (as in Cochrane-Piazzesi) to estimate CDS-implied risk-premia.

I Find R2 around 0.40 for predicting excess returns in the CDS market using one factor
(a linear combination of 5 forward CDS).

I Sort firms into high to low credit implied risk-premium.

I Compute equal and value weighted stock portfolio excess returns and sharpe ratios.

I Find strong relation between expected returns and CDS-implied risk-premia

I Spread portfolio (P1− P5) has high sharpe ratio (monthly excess return of 2.9% and
sharpe of 2.1), and significant FFC four-factor alpha.

I No relation between CDS-implied risk-premia and common measures of distress risk:
estimates are neither monotonically related to Distance to Default nor to 5-year CDS.

I No montonic relation with size or BM: both P1 and P5 dominated by small stocks
and value firms.

I Conclude that “CDS contain information about equity returns not embedded in
common measures of distress risk.” Consistent with structural model, the higher a
firm’s credit risk premium (or sharpe ratio) the higher its equity return (sharpe ratio).

I Present several robustness checks (71 pages + online appendix!).
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Comments

I Very simple (nice) insight that credit risk-premium is difference between risk-neutral
and physical PD.

⇒ Why not do equally simple test. Double sort on measures of physical PD (Distance to
default or EDF as in Campbell et al.) and on risk-neutral PD (credit spreads).

⇒ Would allow to distinguish whether results really driven by this insight or by some other
mechanism (i.e., new found source of ‘predictability’)

I The Cochrane-Piazzesi methodology seems prone to ”data-mining”:

I Predictive R2 of 30%? too good to be true? (only way to know: start a hedge fund!).

I How well does approach work if restrict predictive regression to one instrument (e.g.,
5-1 slope of the CDS curve)?

I Can you plot/interpret γ (factor) loadings? are they stable over time?

I Out of sample experiment without ‘standard intercept corrections’?

I Daily CDS data is very noisy (especially commercially available data is ‘put together’
from different providors, so curves can be ‘off’). How informative are daily changes in
non-overlapping forward rates (6= US Treasury or LIBOR swaps)?
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Comments

I What is the performance to a trading strategy in CDS exploiting this predictability
(out of sample)? How does it relate to classic strategies in equity?

I Current evidence suggests that this maybe a distinct source of ‘alpha’.

⇒ Inconsistent with the simple structural model idea! Anomaly is back?

I How well does the one-factor Merton (1974) model work in explaining credit spreads?

⇒ Not well at all for short term spreads and for high-grade firms.

I Is there evidence that link between equity and credit risk-premia is tighter for:
I high rated vs. low rated firms

I low CDS level vs. high CDS level

I low volatility vs. high volatility

I Is any of these groups driving the results? (would be consistent with small/value
firms bias identified).
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Comments

I Definition of log .RX?
I ‘CDS log-excess return’?

I But equation (17) defines E[log .RX ] = log(EP [
ST
t+τ

FT×τ
t

])

I In general, the terms ‘returns,’ and ‘sharpe ratio’ are a bit misleading. The change in
a constant maturity swap rate is not the return of a trading strategy. So the sharpe
ratio cannot actually be interpreted as a performance measure of an actual trading
strategy.

I Insight that for any arbitrary function of asset value S(V ) will allow to extract the
market price of risk of the underlyling V by computing artificial ‘sharpe ratio’
(EP [dS/S ]− EQ [dS/S ])/σS holds because of the one-factor structure.

I However, one-factor model has many shortcomings (fails to price short/long term
spreads, options, tranches).

⇒ What happens to this result if there are jumps and stochastic volatility, each with
different risk-premia?
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Conclusion

I Nice summary of the literature on the distress puzzle.

I Provides useful framework to try to reconcile the different results.

I Simple Merton (1974) one-factor model is a good starting point.

I Not sure that the ‘distress anomaly’ (whatever it may be!) is fully explained yet.

I Perhaps have uncovered a new puzzle (excess predictability/volatility) in cds markets.

I Would be nice to
I Look at simpler test of their idea (double sort on P-PD and Q-PD).

I Investigate their new-found predictability a bit further (robustness to number of
predictors, variation across rating/credit/volatility groups, trading strategy in CDS).

I Think about the link between equity and credit premia in richer setting (with jumps and
stochastic volatility)

I Might get to >> 100 pages!
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